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ABSTRACT 
The Lanczos and conjugate-gradient algorithms use a three-term recurrence to 
generate polynomials orthogonal with respect to a certain set of weights on the 
eigenvalues of the matrix. The roots of these polynomials are taken as approximate 
eigenvalues, and the weighted deviation of the polynomials from zero on the set of 
eigenvalues is a measure of the error in the approximate solution to a linear system. If 
this recurrence is perturbed slightly, as, for example, by rounding errors, then the 
polynomials constructed will no longer be orthogonal with respect to the desired 
measure. It is shown, however, that the computed polynomials are orthogonal with 
respect to a slightly different measure-one with weights on a larger set of points, all 
of which lie very near to eigenvahres of the matrix. This analogy is exploited to gain 
information about approximate eigenvalues generated by a perturbed Lanczos recur- 
rence and about the rate of convergence of the perturbed conjugategradient algo- 
rithm. In particular, it is shown that the Chebyshev error bound holds (to a close 
approximation) for slightly perturbed conjugate-gradient recurrences, and that a 
sharper error bound can be expressed in terms of the minimax polynomial on a set of 
small intervals about the eigenvalues of the matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Lanczos algorithm [3] for computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
a symmetric matrix and the conjugate-gradient algorithm [2] for solving 
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symmetric positive definite linear systems use a three-term recurrence to 
generate polynomials orthogonal with respect to a certain set of weights on 
the eigenvalues of the matrix. The roots of these polynomials are taken as 
approximate eigenvalues, and the weighted deviation of the polynomials from 
zero on the set of eigenvalues is a measure of the error in the approximate 
solution to a linear system. If this recurrence is perturbed slightly, as, for 
example, by rounding errors, then the polynomials constructed will no longer 
be orthogonal with respect to the desired measure, and many of the attractive 
convergence properties proved in exact arithmetic may not hold. In particu- 
lar, it has been observed that slightly perturbed Lanczos recurrences may 
generate “multiple copies” of some eigenvalues (which could not occur if the 
eigenvalue approximations were roots of the desired orthogonal polynomials), 
and that slightly perturbed conjugate gradient recurrences may fail to solve 
an N-by-N linear system in N steps (which could not occur if the error were 
given by the deviation of the Nth orthogonal polynomial from zero on the N 
eigenvalues). 
This observed behavior is, however, consistent with, and to be expected 
from, that of a slightly different set of orthogonal polynomials-polynomials 
orthogonal with respect to weights on a larger set of points, all of which lie 
very near to eigenvalues of the matrix. These are the polynomials constructed 
by an exact Lanczos or conjugate-gradient recurrence applied to a matrix 
with more distinct eigenvalues than the given matrix, but with all of its 
eigenvalues lying within small intervals about the eigenvalues of the given 
matrix. The roots of such polynomials interlace the weighted points, and 
hence a polynomial may have several roots near one eigenvalue without 
having any near another. Convergence to the solution of a linear system is not 
to be expected in N steps, but in a number of steps equal to the number of 
distinct weighted points. 
It is shown that the polynomials generated by a slightly perturbed 
Lanczos or conjugate-gradient recurrence are of this form-orthogonal poly- 
nomials for a set of weights on points in small intervals about the eigenvalues 
of the matrix-and that the individual components of the vectors generated 
represent approximately the weighted values of these polynomials across each 
interval. This analogy is exploited to gain information about approximate 
eigenvalues generated by a perturbed Lanczos recurrence and about the rate 
of convergence of the perturbed conjugate-gradient algorithm. 
It is shown that the Chebyshev error bound-based on the square root of 
the ratio of the largest to the smallest eigenvalue-holds approximately for 
slightly perturbed conjugate-gradient (CC) recurrences when the matrix is 
not too ill conditioned, because it holds (using a slightly larger ratio) for exact 
CG recurrences applied to any matrix whose eigenvalues lie within small 
intervals about the eigenvalues of the given matrix. Bounds based on approxi- 
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mation on discrete sets-such as the bound described in [l] based on the 
minimax polynomial on the discrete set of eigenvalues of the matrix7cannot, 
in general, be expected to hold for perturbed recurrences. The minimax 
polynomial on a set of small intervals about the eigenvalues can, however, be 
used to obtain sharper error bounds for slightly perturbed CG recurrences. 
Unfortunately, the method of proof for this backward error analysis is by 
no means direct. A simpler, more direct proof, especially one establishing 
smaller bounds on the size of the intervals about the eigenvalues, would be of 
great interest to the author. 
The proof relies heavily on the results of Paige [4, 51, who showed that 
while orthogonality among the Lanczos vectors is completely lost in a 
finite-precision Lanczos computation, the latest generated Lanczos vector is 
approximately orthogonal to unconverged Ritz vectors whose Ritz values are 
well separated from the others. This result is used to show that a given 
slightly perturbed Lanczos recurrence can be continued-with small addi- 
tional perturbation terms required to orthogonalize future vectors against 
each other and against the unconverged Ritz vectors of the original computa- 
tion-to produce, at some step N + m, a coefficient PN+,,, equal to zero. 
Paige’s analysis is then used to show that all eigenvalues of the final 
tridiagonal matrix lie within small intervals about the eigenvalues of A. 
In the following section, the Lanczos and conjugate-gradient algorithms 
and their properties in exact arithmetic are briefly described. A well-known 
identity is established between Lanczos vectors and normalized conjugate- 
gradient residuals that will later be used to extend analysis of the perturbed 
Lanczos algorithm to the perturbed conjugate-gradient algorithm. The next 
section illustrates the similarity between a slightly perturbed Lanczos recur- 
rence and the exact recurrence for the orthogonal polynomials for weights on 
points within small intervals about the eigenvalues. Implications of this 
resemblance are discussed, as are the consequences of a proven identity. In 
the following section, the proof of such an identity is outlined. Next, the 
results of Paige are presented and notation is established. Finally, the identity 
is proved by showing that the original recurrence can be continued in such a 
way as to produce a tridiagonal matrix whose eigenvalues are all close to 
eigenvalues of A. 
Throughout this paper, capital letters will be used to denote matrices and 
small letters to denote vectors (matrices whose second dimension is 1). 
Scalars may be denoted by either capital or small letters. For example, Q, 
will denote the N-by-J matrix of Lanczos vectors produced at step J of the 
Lanczos algorithm, and q j, j = 1,. . . , J, will be its columns. Subscripts will be 
used to denote the step at which a matrix or scalar is produced, while 
subscripts on vectors will denote the individual components. Thus, T, is the 
tridiagonal matrix produced at step J, but s,!’ is the ith component of the jth 
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eigenvector of 7”. AlI scalar quantities wilI be assumed to be real, and a 
superscript T will denote the transpose of a matrix or vector. 
2. THE ALGORITHMS AND THEIR PROPERTIES IN 
EXACT ARITHMETIC 
The Lanczos recurrence for an N-by-N symmetric matrix A can be 
written as follows: 
(1) Given an N-vector 9l with 1j911j = 1, set & = 0, and for j = 1,. .., N: 
Compute 0’~ A9’,- o.91-,~j-i9J-1~ 
where (Y = (A9’ - 
Compute 
bj = bj-19J-1, 9’). 
IIu’II, ad if Pj + 0, 
set qj+l = uj/fij. 
If 9l has nonzero components in the direction of all eigenvectors of A, 
and if A has n distinct eigenvalues, then the algorithm terminates with 
p, = 0, and the eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix 
are the eigenvalues of A. Multiple eigenvalues are represented only once. 
The eigenvectors of A are given by 
Q,si, i=l ,...,n, 
where Qn =(9l,..., 9”) is an orthogonal matrix and the vectors si, i = 
1 ,..*, n, are the eigenvectors of Tn. 
Eigenvalues of earlier tridiagonal matrices 
T,= J<n, 
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can be used to approximate some of the eigenvalues of A, though it is shown 
in [8] that for certain initial vectors the matrices T,, _I < n, will have no 
eigenvalues very close to those of A. In practice, however, it is found that 
tridiagonal matrices generated early in the algorithm generally provide very 
accurate approximations to extreme eigenvalues. The Ritz vectors, 
yi E Q,s', Q,=(d...,& 
S, ’ i=l , . . . , I, eigenvectors of T,, 
represent approximate eigenvectors of A. (To be precise, Ritz vectors should 
be denoted as, say, y’v’ to show the dependence on the step .I. Since it is 
usually clear from the context which step is being considered, we will omit 
the superscript I.) 
Recurrence (1) can be written in matrix form as 
AQ, = Q,T, + oJeJT, (2.1) 
where eJ is the J-vector with Jth component one and all other components 
zero. This form proved useful for the analysis in [4, 51 and [7]. 
The conjugate-gradient method for solving a symmetric positive definite 
linear system Ax = b is as follows: 
(2) Given an initial guess x0, compute r” = b - Ax0 and set p” = r”. 
For k = 1,. . . , N: 
Compute xk = xkel + ak_lpk-‘, 
where ak_i = (rkP1, rkW1)/(rkP1, Apk-‘). 
Set rk = rkP1 - ak_,Apk-‘. 
Compute pk= rk - b,_,pk-‘, 
where b,_, = - (rk, rk)/(rk-‘, rk-‘). 
The error ek = x - zk in the kth approximate solution vector can be 
written as 
ek = P,(A)e’, (2.2) 
where Pk is the kthdegree polynomial with value one at zero, which, among 
all such polynomials that could be placed in Equation (2.2), minimizes the 
A-norm of the error, 
llekllA = (ek, Aek)l/‘. 
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That is, for any kthdegree polynomial p, with ~~(0) = 1, we have 
Ilekll,$ II Pk(A)eOlL. (2.3) 
From this characterization, various error bounds are obtained by substi- 
tuting different polynomials in (2.3). Substituting the kthdegree Chebyshev 
polynomial on the interval [ Amin, A,,], where hmin and h max are the smallest 
and largest eigenvalues of A, respectively, yields the bound 
A sharp error bound (one that, at any given step, can actually be attained 
with a certain initial vector) is derived by substituting in (2.3) the k thdegree 
minimax polynomial on the set { X r, . . . , A, } of eigenvalues of A. This bound, 
derived in [l], can be written as 
llekllA 1 
3 (2.5) 
where the X,‘s are the eigenvalues at which the kth minimax polynomial 
assumes its maximum absolute value on the set of all eigenvalues. 
To see the relation between the conjugate-gradient algorithm and the 
Lanczos algorithm, note from recurrence (2) that the residual vector rk can 
be expressed in terms of two previous residuals as 
rk = rkml - ak_,Ark-' + ak;;$z (,.k-2 _ ,.k-1). 
Defining a normalized vector zk by 
rk 
Zk E ( - I)“- 
llrkll ’ 
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it can be seen that zk satisfies the recurrence 
+ 
a,-lb,-, llrk-2ll k-2 
ak-2 -iw . 
Finally, noting that the coefficients in the conjugate-gradient algorithm are 
chosen so that (1) rk is orthogonal to r k- ’ and hence z k is orthogonal to 
zk-l, and (2) the above recurrence is symmetric (in the sense that the 
coefficient for .zk in the equation for Azk-’ is equal to the coefficient for 
z k- ’ in the equation for Azk), it is seen that the recurrence for z k is the 
same as the Lanczos recurrence for 4 k+ ’ Thus, if the initial residual r ’ in . 
the conjugate-gradient algorithm is parallel to the initial vector q1 in the 
Lanczos procedure, then all residuals rk will be parallel to the Lanczos 
vectors qk+l. The polynomial Pk in (2.2) is the characteristic polynomial of 
the tridiagonal matrix Tk. Its roots are the approximate eigenvalues generated 
by the Lanczos algorithm. 
In the following sections the perturbed Lanczos algorithm is analyzed. 
The analogy between normalized conjugate-gradient residuals and Lanczos 
vectors is then used to extend the results to the perturbed conjugate-gradient 
algorithm. 
3. THE PERTURBED LANCZOS RECURRENCE AND THE EXACT 
RECURRENCE FOR THE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS FOR A 
SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT MEASURE 
If recurrence (1) is perturbed slightly, then the perturbed recurrence can 
be written in the form 
(3) “i=Aqj-qj4i-Pi_Iqi-f- fj, 
aj 7 (Aqf-Pj-19’-1t91), 
Ilf’ll =G cllAll> 6 +c 1, 
9 j+l= Jipj, 
Pj = lluil19 
or, in a form analogous to (2.1), as 
AQ, = Q,T, + deJT+ F,, F,=(f’,...,f’). (3.1) 
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If the perturbation is the result of rounding errors in a finite-precision 
computation, then e will be a small multiple of the unit roundoff of the 
machine [5]. The computed coefficients aj and fij may not satisfy the 
formulas in (3) exactly, but they can be computed to very nearly satisfy these 
formulas, and the differences can be included in the perturbation terms fj. 
These small differences will not be important to the analysis, since it is the 
eigenvalues of T, that are of interest, and the eigenvalues of a slightly 
perturbed symmetric matrix are very close to the eigenvalues of the unper- 
turbed matrix [6]. 
It will be necessary to consider recurrence (3) in a basis for which the 
matrix A is diagonal. If we write A in the form 
A = UAUT, A=diag(A,,..., X,), UUT=UTU=I, A,< ... <A,, 
then the vectors in (3) can be seen to satisfy 
(4) UTVi= AUTCJ’- tIjU,T~j-~j_lU Q T j-1 _ UTfj, 
aj= (AuTq’,UTq’)+(fj-l,qj-l), 
WTfill G WL 
uTqj+l= uTvj/pj, 
pj = (IUWll. 
Now consider the problem of constructing the orthonormal polynomials 
for a set of weights on points very near the eigenvalues of A, or, more 
generally, for a measure &0(x) with points of increase of w(x) lying in small 
intervals [Xi - Si, Xi + Ai], i = l,..., N, about the eigenvalues. These polyno- 
mials satisfy the following recurrence: 
(5) Vj(X)=rq,(x)-(Yj~j(X)-_j_19i_1(X), 
‘j = (‘qi(“)Y ijJx))du, = I3~ll~i_‘s~X~~(X)dW(X), 
aj+l(“) = U,<x)/pi, 
Let Xi + tij be the point in (Xi - ai, Xi + A,) at which VT(x) attains its 
mean value with respect to the measure &U(X): 
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Define N-vectors V’ and qi+l by 
‘!i’=vf(h*+t~j)wi* q/l+'=qj+l(Ai+(ij)Wi, (3.3) 
2- hi+Aidw(T), wi = / i=l N. ,***, A, - 6, 
These vectors satisfy the recurrence 
-. 
(6) cj= A$ _ zrq’ _ - Pj-1$-l- f’, 
x’= 1 Sijqi(xi + tijjw* -(‘i -cyj)[~j(hl+5ij)-ifi(xi +ti,j-l)lwi 
+ pj-l[qf-,(Xi + 5ij)- qj-l(hi + L!i,j-2)IWi> i = l,*.., N, 
9 -i+ 1 = ci/Fj, 
where the coefficients Zj and pj are given by 
zj= : (hi+9ij)~A;+aAii$c)dw(x) forsome qij~( -&,A,), 
i=l I , 
Comparing (4) with (6), it can be seen that if the initial vector 9l in a 
perturbed Lanczos recurrence satisfies 
(V’S’)~= i=l,..., N, (3.4) 
and if the perturbation terms f’ are given by 
+ (fi-1>9f-1)- 5 q*j(q/!)” (uT9f)i> 
i 1 
(3.5) 
i-1 
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then the coefficients aj, pi, j = 1,. . . ,_ generated by the perturbed recurrence 
are related to the coefficients Zj, pi, j = 1,. . . , generated by an exact 
recurrence for the orthonormal polynomials corresponding to the measure 
Wr) by 
N 
oLj = ‘yj + (f’_‘,q’-‘) - c ?Jij(&qZ, pi=&. (3.6) 
i=l 
It follows that the roots of the orthonormal polynomials for dw(x) differ from 
the eigenvalues generated by the perturbed Lanczos recurrence by no more 
than 
cll All + i =yy N [m=(lU I Ail>]. (3.7) 
, . 
Individual components (Urq’)i of the generated Lanczos vectors satisfy 
(3.3) 
By considering measures dw(x) with the points of increase of w(x) lying 
in very tiny intervals [Xi - Si, Xi + A i] about the eigenvalues of A, one can 
find orthonormal polynomials for which the terms f’ in (6) are arbitrarily 
small. It follows that if it is known only that the perturbation terms in a 
perturbed Lanczos recurrence are smaller than some given value (e.g., 
r[lAll), then it is possible that these terms will be of the form (3.5) for some 
measure dw(r) that weights several points or an entire small interval about 
each eigenvalue of A. In this case, the perturbed recurrence will generate 
(approximately) the coefficients of the exact orthonormal polynomials for 
dw(x). These polynomials may have multiple roots within the intervals 
[ Ai - ai, Xi + hi], and so this is also to be expected of the characteristic 
polynomials of the tridiagonal matrices generated by a perturbed Lanczos 
recurrence. The Nth orthogonal polynomial for the measure dw(x) may not 
be zero at all weighted points, and so a perturbed conjugate-gradient recur- 
rence cannot be expected to generate a zero residual vector at step N. 
It is known that for matrices with one or a few eigenvalues much larger 
than the others, finite-precision Lanczos computations tend to converge to 
the large, well-separated eigenvalues quickly and to produce several close 
approximations to such eigenvalues before producing any approximations to 
some of the interior eigenvalues. This behavior is also seen in the exact 
orthogonal polynomials for a set of weights on points in small intervals about 
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such eigenvalues (i.e., in the exact Lanczos algorithm applied to a matrix with 
several eigenvalues near each eigenvalue of the given matrix). 
In Table 1, the eigenvalues generated by an “exact” (double precision, 
full reorthogonalization) Lanczos recurrence applied to the matrix 
A=diag((Ail, Z=l,..., ll),i=l,..., lo), 
Xi,=&+(b6)X2.E-9, I=1 ,..., 11, 
A,=i, i=l,..., 9, h,,=200, 
are given. The initial vector was taken to have all components of equal size. 
Also given are the sizes of the perturbation terms that would result in the 
generation of (approximately) the same eigenvalues by a perturbed Lanczos 
recurrence applied to the matrix 
A=diag(h,,i=l,..., 10). 
Column 1 shows the sizes of the perturbation terms necessary to produce 
(in addition to the same eigenvalue approximations) Lanczos vectors satisfy- 
ing (3.8). These were computed using the formula (3.5). Note that the size of 
these items varies considerably from step to step. Since roundoff terms in a 
finite-precision Lanczos computation usually exhibit less variation in size, this 
suggests that the equality (3.8) might be only roughly approximated in 
finite-precision computations. If individual components in (3.8) are allowed 
to differ slightly, we can construct perturbation terms of more uniform size 
that still result in the generation of the same eigenvalue approximations. The 
sizes of one such set of perturbations are given in column 2. These perturba- 
tions terms were computed by varying individual components of the per- 
turbed Lanczos vectors slightly, while keeping fixed the appropriate sums of 
components that determine the coefficients in the recurrence. 
Table 2 shows the &orm of the error in the exact CG recurrence applied 
to x, with initial residual having equal components and initial error having 
A-norm one. Also shown is the Chebyshev bound (2.4) for the error in the 
exact CC iterates generated by a recurrence with matrix A. The sharp error 
bound (2.5) for matrix A is also given, as is a “modified’ Chebyshev error 
bound, based on the polynomial 
200-x 
PkW = ~ 2oo ??,(4 
Tk_ i( x ) = (k - 1)st Chebyshev polynomial on [ 1,9] . 
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TABLE 2 
AClWAL EFtRORINTHEEXA~CGITEIWESFOR~.UVDERROR BOIJNnSBhsEDONA 
Minimax hound 
Actual error Chebyshev Modified for any matrix 
for exact CG hound for Chebyshev Minimax hound whose evah. are within 
Step on A, ](e’J],- for A or x hound for A for A 1.~ - 8 of those of A 
1 93 99 1.0 
2 60 96 80 
3 36 .92 .47 
4 26 236 25 
5 .lO .79 .12 
6 647 .72 662 
7 .025 .65 631 
8 ,018 .58 .016” 
9 606 .52 608 
10 601 46 904 
11 .42B-7 40 602 
99 .99 
.79 .79 
.46 .46 
24 24 
.12 .12 
.058 ,058 
.024” .050 
608” .023 
902” 608 
0.” 602 
0.” .35E - 6 
%tep at which error hound is exceeded. 
The maximum absolute value of this polynomial on the set of eigenvalues of 
A is bounded by 
2[($$)k-1+( $$‘]‘<&, ka2, K’=g, 
Note that since the condition number of x is approximately the same as 
that of A, the Chebyshev bound based on A must also hold to a close 
approximation for A, and hence for any slightly perturbed recurrence with A 
that happens to generate iterates having approximately the same size error as 
the exact iterates for x The error at each step shown in Table 2 is indeed less 
than the Chebyshev bound. At certain steps, however, the error is greater 
than the bounds based on the minimax polynomial for A or the modified 
Chebyshev polynomial with a root at x = 200. These bounds cannot be 
expected to hold for the CG algorithm applied to A, since the polynomials on 
which they are based may be large at some eigenvalues of A. Thus, in 
general, such bounds cannot be expected to hold for perturbed CG recur- 
rences with A. In the last column of Table 2 is shown an error bound based 
on the minimax polynomial for the union of intervals Uf”_ 1[ Xi - 1.~ - 8, 
hi + 1.~ - 81. The minimax polynomial on this union of intervals-i.e., the 
ktbdegree polynomial with value one at zero whose maximum deviation 
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from zero on the intervals is as small as possible-was computed using the 
Remes exchange algorithm. Table 2 shows the maximum absolute value of 
this polynomial over the intervals, and so, by (2.3), this error bound holds for 
the exact CG algorithm applied to A, or to A, or to any matrix whose 
eigenvalues lie within these intervals. 
We have shown that the exact Lanczos-CG recurrence for a matrix whose 
eigenvalues are clustered in small intervals can be thought of as a slightly 
perturbed recurrence for a matrix with one or a few eigenvalues from each 
interval. The goal of the remainder of this paper will be to show that every 
slightly perturbed recurrence is equivalent to an exact recurrence for a matrix 
whose eigenvalues lie in small intervals about the eigenvalues of the given 
matrix. From this it will follow that the Chebyshev error bound holds 
approximately for slightly perturbed CG recurrences and that a sharper error 
bound can be expressed in terms of the maximum absolute value of the 
minimax polynomial on the union of these small intervals. While a slightly 
perturbed Lanczos recurrence might generate several eigenvalue approxima- 
tions within a single interval, it could not generate (at a single step) more 
than one eigenvalue approximation between a pair of consecutive intervals. 
4. MAIN THEOREMS AND OUTLINE OF PROOF 
While the details of the theorems and proofs in the following sections are 
gory, the basic ideas are not. These ideas will be presented here. 
To show that the tridiagonal matrix T, generated at step J of a perturbed 
Lanczos recurrence applied to matrix A is the same as that generated by an 
exact Lanczos recurrence applied to a matrix whose eigenvalues are all close 
to those of A, it is sufficient (and necessary) to show that T, can be extended 
to a larger tridiagonal matrix, 
PJ+M- 1 ffI+M 
whose eigenvalues are all close to eigenvalues of A. For the characteristic 
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polynomkls of the successive principal submatrices of T,+M are the orthogo- 
nal polynomials for a set of weights-given by the squares of the first 
components of the eigenvectors of T,, M -on the eigenvalues of T,, M [6]. 
Thus, T, is the matrix generated at the Jth step of an exact Lanczos 
recurrence applied to any matrix whose eigenvalues are the same as those of 
T J+M, with initial vector having components equal to the first components of 
the eigenvectors of T,+M, in the directions of the eigenvectors of the matrix. 
From this it follows that any perturbed Lanczos recurrence that eventu- 
ally generates a tridiagonal matrix whose eigenvalues are all close to eigen- 
values of A, generates the same eigenvalue approximutions at each step as an 
exact recurrence applied to a matrix (e.g., the finul tridiagonul matrix), 
whose eigenvalues are all close to eigenvalues of A. Thus, the Lanczos 
method with fill reort~gonalization [S], or that with selective orthogonulizu- 
tion (provided the criterion for orthogonalizing is small enough) [7], generate 
the same eigenvalue approximations at each step as an exact Lances 
recurrence applied to a matrix of order N, whose eigenvalues are all close to 
eigenvalues of A. 
Sometimes finite-precision Lanczos recurrences that do not use reorthogo- 
nalization generate (often after step N) a tridiagonal matrix whose eigenval- 
ues are all close to those of A. Paige, in fact, showed [4] that the eigenvahres 
of the successive tridiagonal matrices “stabilize” only to points near eigenval- 
ues of A. There is no guarantee, however, that the recurrence will ever reach 
a step at which all eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix are “stabilized.” To 
prove that the tridiagonal matrix generated at any step J of a slightly 
perturbed Lanczos recurrence can be extended to a larger one whose 
eigenvalues are all close to those of A, we will demonstrate a method of 
continuing the recurrence with carefully chosen small perturbations, specifi- 
cally designed to achieve the desired result. 
It will be shown that if the original recurrence is (hypothetically) contin- 
ued-making small additional perturbations in order to orthogonahze future 
vectors against each other and against the unconverged Ritz vectors of the 
original computation-then the recurrence will reach a step (at or before 
step N + m, if there are m converged Ritz vectors) at which the coefficient /3 
will be zero. Assuming, for simplicity, that this occurs at step N + m, the 
resulting recurrence can be written in matrix form as 
fl,***, fJ-’ perturbation terms in original recurrence, 
P,...,flN+m perturbation terms resulting from reorthogonalizing. 
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Letting SN+* denote the matrix of eigenvectors of TN+,,, and ON+m the 
diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, and multiplying (4.1) by SNtm on the right, 
we have 
AY,,, =Yiv+nP~+m  fi~+m%+w Y, m = Q~+rnS~+rn. (4.2) 
For any Ritz vector I/, j = 1,. . . , N + m, this implies 
N+m l/2 
IIAY’- Y”jII Q Il’N+mSill G II@,~+mll G (J- l)(~llAll)2+ 1 llf1’l12 1 . j=l 
(4.3) 
(The vectors yi in a perturbed Lanczos recurrence are not the true Ritz 
vectors, but we will refer to them as such and to the corresponding eigenval- 
ues Bj as Ritz values.) If the norm of yi is not too small, this implies that Bj is 
close to some eigenvalue hi of A: 
l/2 
lej - Ail d (J- ~)(4141)2+ N%l12 1 + - (4.4) j=j 
Paige showed [4] that Ritz vectors yi with well-separated Ritz value dj 
have norm close to one. More generally, Paige proved the following theorem 
relating the eigenvalues of TN+* to those of A: 
THEOREM (Paige). Let TN+m be the tridiagonal matrix generated at step 
N + m of a slightly perturbed Lancws recurrence of the form (4.1), with 
P N+m = 0. Then every eigenvalue of TN+,,, lies within 
a(N+ m)3wll (4.5) 
of an eigenvalue of A, if the perturbation terms f j, j = 1,. . , , J - 1, and f”‘, 
j =_l,..., N + m are bounded by 
max{ Ilflll,..., IIf’-‘II, Ilf’ll~-~~~ IlfN+“II) G 511All. (4.6) 
Here (I = O(l), independent of 5, N, m, and ]]A]/. 
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While the expression (4.5) is usually a large overestimate of the distance 
between eigenvalues of TN+m and eigenvalues of A, it does prove that if the 
original perturbation terms, f’, . . . , f’- l, and the additional terms, 
fJ,.._p+y are small enough ( -X l/(N + m)311All), then the eigenvalues of 
T N+ m are close to those of A. 
Combining Paige’s theorem with the previous arguments, we obtain the 
following theorem relating the eigenvalue approximations generated by a 
slightly perturbed recurrence to those generated by a certain exact Lanczos 
recurrence. 
THEOREM 1. The tridiugonul matrix T, generated at any step J of a 
perturbed Lanczos recurrence of the form (3) is equal to that generated by an 
exact Lunczos recurrence applied to a matrix whose eigenvalues lie within 
of eigenvalues of A, where f”, . . . , fN+m are the smallest perturbation terms 
that will cause the procedure to generate a coefficient /3 equal to zero at or 
before step N + m. Thus, the eigenvalue approximutions generated at each 
step by a perturbed Lanczos recurrence for A are equal to those generated by 
an exact L.unczos recurrence for a matrix whose eigenvalues lie within 
intervals of the size (4.7) about the eigenvalues of A. 
As argued in Section 2, the conjugate-gradient recurrence for the normal- 
ized “residual” vectors, 
Zk ~ ( - Ukrk 
IIrk ’ 
is identical to the Lanczos recurrence. The coefficient formulas of recurrence 
(2) are not quite equivalent to those of recurrence (l), if the recurrences are 
perturbed slightly, but they do force approximate orthogonality between zk 
and z k- ‘, and they do generate a symmetric tridiagonal matrix. 
A slightly perturbed CG recurrence might be written in the form 
(7) xk = Xk-l + ak_lpk-l + &, 
rk = rk-’ - ak_lApk-’ + ark, k = 1,2,... 
pk= rk- bk_lpk-’ + 6 L, 
(x0 given, r” = b - A$ + t&o), 
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so that the vectors z”, . . . , zKpl satidy the equation 
AZ, = Z,T, + ,13,zKeKT+ G,, 
(TK)k,k+, = (TK)k+,,k = Pk = .,_‘$I,, ) 
G, = (g”,...,gK-l), 
g 
k-l_ (-l'k bk-2g _ _._A6 + ' 6 _-- 
Ijrk-‘ll ak-s ” ’ [ 
Pk 1 
- ?t 1 . ak-l (4.8) 
The inner product of flkzk with zk-’ satisfies 
1 (PkZk, Zk-l) I= ak_l;r:-l,, 
1 @kzk, Zk-l) 1 d , _ ,&, ,,s,k,,* 
ak 1 
If the perturbations are small enough so that Ilgk-‘JI and I(Pk.zk, zkP1)l 
satisfy 
llgk-lll < 4I4,. l(&zk, Zk-‘) 1 Q fllA,l> k = l,..., K-l, Cal, 
(4.9) 
then the analysis in this and the following sections wiU apply also to the 
perturbed CG algorithm. It will establish that the tridiagonal matrix TK 
generated by a perturbed CG recurrence for the matrix A is equal to that 
generated by an exact CG recurrence for a matrix whose eigenvalues he 
within intervals of size (4.7) about the eigenvahres of A. 
Now, the %norm of the “residual” vectors, rk, k = 1,. . . , K, can be 
expressed in terms of the Bnorm of the initial residual and the elements of 
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TK. Using (4.8) and the coefficient formulas in (2), we can write 
IIrk = 
Bkw-‘ll lP211 
akbk-211 -)Bk-lllrk-lll ’ 
2<k<K-1, 
(4.10) 
IP’II = ~llr011. 
Thus, it will follow that the 2norms of the vectors rk, k = 1,. . . , generated 
by a perturbed CG recurrence are equal to the 2norms of the residual 
vectors generated by an exact CG recurrence, with initial residual of size 
llrOll, for the matrix described in Theorem 1. 
In order for this result to be of interest, we need to know that the vectors 
r k are closely related to the true residuals, b - Axk. The following theorem 
establishes such a relationship. 
THEOREM 2. Fur k = 0 1 3 ,*-*, let xk and r k satisfy recurrence (7). Then 
the difference between r k and the true msiduul, b - Ax k, obeys 
irk - @ - AXk) 11 G llbll+ i (Ilbll+ IlAW). 
j=l 
Proof. Comparing the expressions in (7) for rk and for b - Axk, we can 
write 
=r ’ - (b - Ax’) + i (8,~ + AS,]) 
j=l 
j-l 
from which the desired result follows, upon taking norms on both sides. n 
Theorem 2 shows that as long as the vectors rk are larger than the 
(simple) sum of perturbation terms at steps 0 through k, they approximate 
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the true residuals. Beyond this point, they may bear no resemblance to the 
true residuals, and, in fact, finite-precision CG computations continue to 
reduce the size of the vectors rk (but not b - Axk), long after the obtainable 
precision of the machine has been met. In this paper, we will be concerned 
not with how accurate a solution can ultimately be obtained, but with the 
rate of convergence while the ultimately obtainable accuracy is still far away. 
Therefore, we wilI regard the vectors r k as true residuals and prove results 
about the rate at which they are reduced in size. 
As argued previously, the fact that the tridiagonal matrix generated by a 
perturbed CC recurrence is the same as that generated by a certain exact CG 
recurrence implies that the %norms of the residuals in the perturbed recur- 
rence are the same as those of this exact recurrence. It is not the %norm of 
the residual, however, that is minimized by the conjugate-gradient algorithm. 
It is the A-norm of the error, where A is the matrix to which the algorithm is 
applire$ kr”“, we would like to show that the A-norm of the error, IJe kjl A = 
IV- r lj2, in a slightly perturbed CG recurrence is approximately equal to 
the A-norm of the error in the corresponding exact recurrence for the matrix 
x described in Theorem 1. 
To this end, we will establish an approximate identity analogous to (3.8) 
in Section 3. That is, writing A and A(the matrix of Theorem 1) in the form 
A = UAUT, ~~T=u~u=z, A=diag(X,, i=l,..., N), 
---T A=UAU, 
-- 
UUT=UTU=Z, x=diag(i,, Z=l,...,N+m) 
and defining the eigenvalue clusters Ci, i = 1,. . . , N, of x by 
it will be shown that individual components of the normalized CG residuals 
zk satisfy 
(UTZ”)~” c (v’z”);, i=l ,..., N, k=1,2 ,..., 
1 E c, 
where the vectors zk are the normalized residuals of the corresponding exact 
CG recurrence. 
The following theorem will then establish approximate equality between 
lkkllA ad Il~kll,; 
THEOREM 3. Let rk be the kth “ residual ” vector and ek = A-% k the 
kth “error” vector, in a perturbed CG recurrence for matrix A, satisfying 
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(4.9). Let fk be the kth residual oector and Zk = x-9’ the kth error vector, 
in an exact CG recurrence for the matrix z described in Thwrem 1, with 
initial error Z” satisfying IIZ”lla=Ileollk Let r <ua(N+rr~)~Q(A(( be the 
greatest distance j+om an eigenvalue of x to the nearest eigenvalue of A, and 
assume that 7 is small enough so that 
h,--?)O. 
Then llekllA i.s related to llZklla by 
I I 1-g <(r3+iie)h+kf /(u%“):- 1 (uTzk);i A i-1 2 E c, 
+Pf (u’,“)q- c (i%“):, A,+7 
i=l 1 E c, K=X1-7. 
Proof. From the definitions of llekllA and IIZkll~, we have 
= icI d(UTrk)f- 5 -$ 1 (SjTYk)f, 
i-l Ci ICC, 
XCiE [Xi-T,hi+T]* 
Now expressing rk as Ilrkllzk and fk as Ilikll.Zk, this becomes 
Ilekll~- IliTkll$= llrkl12  ~(UTzk)~ - llfkl12 f 6 l$c (OTZk)f 
i-1 i i=l 
=ll~kl12[~l( ++JQk)f ’ ’ 
+ itl -t 
[ 
(UTz”)~- c (tw); 
1 E c, II 
+ (IPkl12 - lFkl12) ,cI -&_C (fJTzk)fy 
4 c* 
(4.11) 
28 
and taking absolute values on both sides gives 
I Wlli - ll~kllAl 
1 
<llrkl12 max ---$- 
I ’ 
i=l,....N Ai 
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+ llrkl12 max 
i=l....,N 
+lll~kl12-ll~‘l121&. 
1 7 
(4.12) 
From (4.10) it follows that llrkll and (Irk11 satisfy 
IIrk Ilfkll -=- 
ll~“ll IFoIl * 
Using (4.11) with k = 0 gives 
ll~“l12 - IFoIl 
-1 
= 
icI e ,Fc, W”,f 
IPoll 
* I 
[ 
7 
x h,(X,--7) + xl-ri_l L f I( tw>; - c (PP)f 1 E c, II 
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and hence we can write 
29 
I -I 1 _ llfkl12 IPkl12 
[ 
7 
dhN+7) X1(X,-T) +A1-Ticl -L :I( u’z”); - c (r7rP); . (4.13) 1 E C‘ II 
Combining (4.12) and (4.13) gives the desired result: 
I ll~“ll”A - lPkllKl 
G IlekllihN 
dxl + xN) 
xl(xl-T)2 
u%“)f - c (VP); 
1 E c, 
Q Ileklli (ii3 + i2)& + ii f (u’z”); - c (CR”); 
i-l 1 E ci 
+ii2 f (u%“);- c (v’zo); 
i-l 1 E c, II . n 
With Theorems l-3 established, the goal of the following sections will be 
to prove that a given slightly perturbed Lanczos recurrence can be continued 
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with small additional perturbation terms to generate a coefficient p that is 
zero, and that individual components of the perturbed Lanczos vectors 
(UTqk+‘)i = (u’z”), 
satisfy an approximate identity of the form 
(UTqk+l);= c (mp”);, i=l,..., N, k=O,l,..., J-1, 
1 E c, 
where !? and Qk+ ’ = -k z are as defined previously. It will then follow that the 
eigenvalue approximations generated by the perturbed Lanczos recurrence 
coincide-with those generated by an exact recurrence applied to a “nearby” 
matrix A, and that the A-norm of the error in the equivalently perturbed CG 
recurrence is reduced at approximately the same rate as the &on-n of the 
error in the exact recurrence. 
5. PAIGE’S THEORY 
Paige showed [5] that while orthogonality among the Lanczos vectors 
is completely lost in a finiteprecision computation, the latest-generated 
Lanczos vector is approximately orthogonal to unconverged Ritz vectors 
whose Ritz values are well separated from the others. More precisely, let 
q’+ ’ be the (_I + 1)st Lanczos vector in a recurrence of the form (3) of 
Section 3. Let T, be the tridiagonal matrix generated at step J, and assume 
that T, satisfies 
T,S, = S,O,, s,s,’ = s;s, = I, 
O,=diag(6, ,..., e,), s,+‘,..., s’), f3,< *** +. 
The number /3,*, defined as /3, times the Jth component of si, 
is approximately equal to the residual norm of y ’ = Q,s i: 
Ay’ - yitl, = &sfq’+’ + F,s’, 
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(Since the vectors sr,. . . , s’ are determined only up to a multiple of plus or 
minus one, we will assume from here on that the sign is chosen so that each 
vector has a positive Jth component.) Paige showed that if fi,i is not too 
small, then the inner product of 9’+l with y’ is tiny. 
Since 9 ‘+ ’ has norm one, this implies that 9’+’ is approximately 
orthogonal to the direction of y’, provided the norm of y’ is not too small. 
Paige showed that if Oi is well separated from the other Ritz values, then y’ 
has norm approximately one. The case when 13~ is not well separated from the 
other Ritz values but is part of a cluster, and the cluster is well separated 
from the others, was also considered by Paige. He showed that the sum of 
squares of the norms of the clustered Ritz vectors is approximately equal to 
the number of vectors in the cluster. The following theorem summarizes these 
results: 
THEOREM (Paige). At any step J of a perturbed L-unc~s computation 
satisfying the equations in (3) ,of Section 3, the inner product of 9 ‘+ ’ with 
any Ritz vector y’ i.s given by 
EllAllY,i 
(9’+1*Yi) = p,i 3 YJi g O(J)* (5.1) 
The norm of y’ satisj&s 
Il-Ilvil12/61(111)Y~, pqlg$, Y d O(J). (5.2) 
I 
The sum of squares of norms of several consecutive Ritz vectors, yiPp,. . . , Y’+~ 
obeys 
i+q J(J- l>Yf 
p+9+1- c llY’l12++9+~) ~ t 
l=i-p 
I4 - 41 
c1= min - 
lE(i-p,...,i+q) IIAII . 
kg(i-p,...,i+q) 
(5.3) 
Here 0( ) denotes a constant independent of I, C, and IlAll times the 
quantity inside parentheses, plus higher-order terms in C. 
Using this theorem, it is not hard to show that the inner product of two 
unconverged Ritz vectors with well-separated Ritz values is approximately 
zero: 
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THEOREM (Paige). Zf (y’, 13~) and (yk, 19,) are two d@krent Ritz pairs at 
step 1, then the inner product ( y’, y k, is bounded by 
KY’, Yk> I Q 
Iv,i(~,klk/~,ii)‘Ylk(~,i/Blk)+ Yiklc 
l’i - ‘kl/llAll ’ 
Yik= (silQITFI-~~QJ)sk~ <O(J). 
EIIAII (5.4) 
Paige’s analysis of the case with clustered Ritz values is somewhat 
incomplete, in the sense that it does not make clear just which part of the 
space spanned by the vectors in the cluster, is approximately orthogonal to 
‘+l The result (5.3) implies that at least one vector in the cluster has norm 
zeater than or equal to one, and if this vector is unconverged, then (5.1) 
implies that it is approximately orthogonal to q’+ ‘. But the vector with 
largest norm could be converged, and there could be unconverged Ritz 
vectors in the cluster having tiny norms. Then it is unclear whether q’+ ’ is 
approximately orthogonal to all or any part of the space spanned by these 
vectors. For our analysis, we would like to find some “representative” vector 
in the span of the cluster that has norm approximately one and is approxi- 
mately orthogonal to q ‘+l if any of the Ritz vectors in the cluster are , 
unconverged. 
In proving (5.3), Paige actually established a somewhat stronger result 
that will be of use in our analysis. This result is stated in the following lemma: 
LEMMA (Paige). Let P, be the strictly upper triangular part of QI’QI. 
For each t E {l,..., J - l}, the following inequality holds: 
i+q 
C (s”P~)~+~s:+~ ct(p+q+l)f, y,~~u.sin (5.2)-(S). 
I=i-p 
(5.5) 
Method of proofi In proving (5.3) Paige showed 
c(p+q+l)~~. 
CL 
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He proved this by showing that each term inside the sum over t is bounded 
as in (5.5). n 
Let C be a subset of consecutive indices from { 1,. . . , J}. Define a vector 
Y’ by 
From (5.1), it can be seen that if j3,wc is not too small (i.e., if at least one of 
the Ritz vectors y ', I E C, is unconverged), then the inner product of q I+ l 
and yc is tiny. The following theorem shows that if wc is not too small, then 
the norm of y c is approximately one. 
THEOREM 4. The linear combination of Ritz vectors Xl Ecsiy’, satisjks 
114 - e,,l 
“=k? /AlI ’ 
(Cl = number of elements in C, 
Y = max IYJilil, 
i-l,...,J 
v = max Ivlj, J. 
ICC 
re c 
Proof. By definition, the matrix Q, of Lanczos vectors satisfies Q, = Y,S,‘, 
where Y, is the matrix of Ritz vectors at step 1. Hence q’ can be expressed as 
J 
q’= c $y’. 
I’= 1 
Taking the inner product of this sum with CI Ec~iy’ gives 
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Hence we have 
Now, the second term on the right-hand side of (5.8) is just Xl EC~:(~‘rP,)I. 
By Paige’s lemma (5.5), this is bounded by 
( c s:(s~~p,),~~(l-l)lCI$. 
ICC 
(5.9) 
The first term on the right-hand side of (5.8) can be bounded using (5.4): 
(5.10) 
Substituting (5.9) and (5.10) into (5.8) gives the desired result. n 
6. NOTATION 
A Ritz value 0, at step J will be said to be well separated from the other 
Ritz values if 
(6.1) 
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It will be said to be part of a cluster if 
(6.2) 
The numbers p and A will later be defined in terms of E (the size of the 
perturbation terms), and will be chosen so that all Ritz values are either well 
separated or part of a cluster. 
A Ritz vector y’ corresponding to a well-separated Ritz value fIi will be 
considered converged if jIli satisfies 
and unconoerged if j3,i satisfies 
(6.4) 
A linear combination, 
of Ritz vectors corresponding to a cluster of Ritz values (which is well 
separated from the other Ritz values) will be referred to as a cluster u&or. It 
will be considered conmged if 
&WC d 6, (6.6) 
and unconverged if 
&WC ’ 6. (6.7) 
The parameter 6 will also be defined later in terms of C. The value 
will be called the cluster u&e. 
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7. PROOF THAT A PERTURBED LANCZOS RECURRENCE CAN BE 
CONTINUED WITH SMALL ADDITIONAL PERTURBATIONS TO 
GENERATE A ZERO COEFFICIENT p 
Using the notation of Sections 5 and 6, assume that .I steps of a perturbed 
Lanczos recurrence have been executed, producing a tridiagonal matrix 
T, = S,OJS,’ and Lanczos vectors q’, . . . , (I’, and u’. Following the arguments 
of Section 4, we would like to show that the recurrence can be continued, 
with small additional perturbations, to generate a coefficient jl equal to zero. 
Define &,_,,, to be a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries consist of the 
well-separated Ritz values that correspond to unconverged Ritz vectors and 
the cluster values that correspond to unconvergd cluster vectors. Thus m is 
the number of converged Ritz vectors whose Ritz values are well separated, 
plus the number of Ritz vectors whose Ritz vaJues are clustered, minus one 
for each unconverged cluster vector. Define Y,_,,, to be the matrix whose 
columns are these unconverged Ritz vectors and unconverged cluster vectors, 
and S,_, to be the matrix whose columns are the corresponding eigenvecturs 
or linear combinutbns of dgenuector: [ sc = (l/w,)& E csjs’] of T,. Multi- 
plying the basic recurrence (3.1) by S,_, on the right gives 
A?,-,,, =?J_m6J_m + &?"~J_, + F’S;_,,, +G, 
G = QJ( TJS;_, - S;-,,,6J-m)* 
(7.1) \ I 
There are three important properties to observe about the matrix )il_m: 
First, according t? Paige’s theorem (5.1), uJ is approximately orthogonal to 
the columns of YJ_ m. Hence, orthogonalizing u’ against the span of these 
columns to obtain a new vector Y” will result in a small perturbation to the 
threeterm Lanczos recurrence. Second, according to (7.1), YJ_m satisfies an 
approximate identity of the form 
AgJ-,,, =f 6 _ +vJeJTs^_ J-m J m J m- 
It follows that if successive vectors qJ+l=u~/]]o~]], qJ+2,...,pJ+k are 
constructed to be orthogonal to each other and to the columns of YJ+, then 
the next vector in the recurrence, 
,,J+k = AqJ+k - aJ+kqJ+k _ pJ+k_lqJ+k-l, 
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will be 
gJ+kT~ 
J-,=q 
J+kTAfJ_m z qJ+kToJeJT$J_m t: qJ+kT,,J’eJTS;_m = 0. 
Third, it will be shown that, because the only columns of Y, not present in 
Ln are ones for which p,sj or j3, w, is small, the vector pJqJ can be written 
approximately as a linear combination of the columns of Y,_+,. It follows that 
if successive vectors are constructed as above, then uJ+ k is also approximately 
orthogonal to q I+ 5 
The result is that if the original Lanczos recurrence is continued-perturbing 
the recurrence only to orthogonalize future vectors against each other and 
against the columns of f,_,-then the additional perturbation terms will be 
small, and the (hypothetically) continued recurrence will reach a step, at or 
before step N + m, at which the coefficient /3 will be zero. 
The following lemmas quantify these results. Here and in the following 
section, only terms of the lowest order in E will be retained. Essentially the 
same conclusions hold when the higher-order terms are included. 
LEMMA 1. LA f,_,,, and G be as &j&d aboue. Then the columns of G 
satisfy 
gj=O if s^’ isan eigenuector of T, , (7.2) 
if s^j is a linear wmbinutiun of eigenuectors of T,, 
C = max max number of elements in an unconuerged cluster, or 1 if there are 
no unconuerged clusters. 
The vector uJ satisjks 
JYC 
lI~J5tP’II Q Ilu’ll- 
~/llAll ’ 
(7.3) 
and j3,q’ sati.+s 
II 
J-m 
&q’- c flJw,i? gms, 
t=1 I 
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(7.4) 
i 
S.: if gt is a Ritz vector, 
w, = 
w, if 6 t is a cluster vector corresponding to cluster C. 
Proof. From the definition of G, we have 
GE (g’,...,g’-“), 
g j = 0 if s^’ is an eigenvector of TJ , 
if s^’ is a linear combination of eigenvectors corresponding to cluster C. 
Using the definition (6.2) of a cluster, the norm of gi can be bounded by 
II&II G ma c an llnconverged cluster i 
L c ~#wG!lIlY’II 
WC [ E c 1 
G max 
c an unmnverged cluster 
and this last expression can be bounded using (5.3): 
lldl d 
hk- ;Wll {m. 
Ignoring the term of order c times the others gives the result (7.2). 
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From Paige’s theorem (5.1), the inner product of oJ with an unconverged 
Ritz vector y i satisfies 
and the inner product of u’ with an unconverged cluster vector yc = 
(l/w&, Ecsiy’ satisfies 
Hence jIfEmu’II is bounded by 
JV 
Illil’-dll Q Wll- 
~/WI * 
The vector q’ can be written in the form 
qJ= i Sfyi = ‘cmwtpt + C s;yi, 
i-l t=1 iScP 
@ = {indices of converged Ritz vectors and 
Ritz vectors that are part of converged clusters}, 
Since for each converged Ritz vector yi we have 
and for each converged cluster vector yc = (~/w,)C,~ &y’ we have 
we can write 
(( c &:v+f c Ilv’ll+ c lIYCII 
is@ II’ a converged Ritz vector yc a converged cluster vector 
1. 
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From (5.2), the norm of a Ritz vector with a well-separated Ritz value is 
approximately one, and from (5.3), the norm of a cluster vector is no greater 
than about m. H ence a conservative bound on the quantity above is 
From this the result (7.4) follows. W 
The following lemma shows that the columns of fJ_, are approximately 
orthonormal. 
LEMMA 2. The matrix f,Ymf,_m satisfies 
+(J--m-1)max 
i 
+2c kn, - mv 
wll4l)P ’ Wll4l)P ’ (7.5) i 
Proof. The norm of the matrix I - f,r ,,,f,_, is bounded by 
III - fIT_Jymll < ~_~~~_~I~-l10’l121+~~-~-~~ 
, > 
According to Paige’s theorem (5.2), the norm of a well-separated Ritz vector 
yi satisfies 
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From (5.7) in Theorem 4, the norm of an unconverged cluster vector satisfies 
1 (J(Y + v)+ IW- lhb 
d @m2 P 
1 WI - mv 
G wl141)2 p 
if 9 > (l+lcl)y+v, IcI>1 
1' 
ICI - 1 
Hence, whether 0’ is a Ritz vector or a cluster vector, we can write 
119’1121 Qmax 
i 
‘I(J- l)yc 
P 
(cm, - w+l~ 
I wl141)2P ’ 
+,=3y+v>, (l+‘c’)y+y if ICI>l. 
ICI - 1 
(7.7) 
From Paige’s second theorem (5.4), the inner product of two uncon- 
verged, well-separated Ritz vectors y’ and y k obeys 
l(Yi.Yk)k 
IY,i(Plk/13/i)‘Ylk(rBIi/~,k)+Yik(Z 
P 
~ [IY,ilil(llAll/~)+ IYJkl(llAll/‘)+ l’ikl]’ 
P 
Again using (5.4), we can bound the inner product of an unconverged Ritz 
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vector and an unconverged cluster vector: 
ICI+1 
if +32 Ic,_lY+ 
(WAII)@b 
Ic,_l 9 ICl’l. 
Finally, using (5.4) to bound the inner product of two unconverged cluster 
vectors gives 
1 C 
<------ 
-wc,wq P [ 
IcilYw~, + lcklYw~, + vwCiwCk] 
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Thus, the inner product of any two vectors 0’ and ij’, r # t, is bounded by 
Substituting (7.8) and (7.7) into (7.6) gives the desired result (7.5). W 
In order for Lemmas 1 and 2 to establish the desired approximate 
relations, it is necessary that E be small enough and that ~1 and 6 be defined 
in such a way that the bounds (7.2)-(7.4) are small, and the bound (7.5) is 
significantly less than one. 
Consider defining a converged Ritz vector y ’ to be one for which 
p,i Q J;IIAll E 6. 0.9) 
Tbis is the definition of a converged Ritz vector adopted in [7]. Suppose, with 
this definition, that all unconverged Ritz vectors of the original perturbed 
recurrence correspond to Ritz values that are separated from each other by a 
distance much greater than &/;llAll. (That is, if two Ritz values are separated 
by a distance close to or less than 611 All, then the corresponding Ritz values 
will be part of a converged cluster, if A-the maximum relative distance 
between consecutive Ritz values in a cluster-is defined to be approximately 
k.) Then the parameter c,, in Lemmas I and 2 is one. If p >> \/; is taken 
to be the minimum relative separation between Ritz values corresponding to 
unconverged Ritz vectors, then the bounds in Lemmas 1 and 2 are small: 
gj= 0, j=l,...,J-?n, 
lI~IT_m~‘ll d llu’lllY~l;, 
1 
rS,d- Jkm&~$t Q dlIAII, 
t-1 II 
IV- ~;r-,$_,I1 d 
J(I- l)Yf 
Ir +(J-,-1)9eJ;. 
CL 
Zf defining S by (7.9) and taking ~1 to be much greater than & results in 
c_ being equal to one, then this is a near-optimal way of defining S in order 
to obtain small bounds on both ll~‘,,,u’ll and Il/3,o’- ~j~~Z3,u+fi’ll. For with 
this definition, both bounds are of order k, whereas a smaller S gives a 
larger bound on the first quantity, and a larger 6 gives a larger bound on the 
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second. Also, for small enough C, the bound on III -f,r,,,)il_,,& will be 
significantly less than one. 
On the other hand, if defining S by (7.9) and taking Z.L to be much greater 
than & results in there being reconverged Ritz vectors whose Ritz values are 
not well separated, then c,, is not one, and the term 
in the bound (7.5) will be large. In this case, a more liberal definition of a 
converged Ritz vector is needed, say, 
6 = r”411All. (7.10) 
If Ritz values are defined to be part of a cluster if their relative separation is 
less than or equal to A < cl’4 and well separated if their relative separation is 
greater than Z.k > E , ‘I4 then the bounds from Lemmas 1 and 2 can be 
expressed as 
lldll =z 
cc,, - w’411All \ic 
2 rnax~ 
llfJTmu’II Q Iu’lllyc3’4, II i&q’- JimbJwt6t I( l/4 <me , t=1 
111 - )ilTm)il_,ll < max 
J(J - l)v (cm, - 1).h~1'2 
? ~ 
P 
6 max{ .Z(.Z- l)yr3’4,(C,,-1)J~1~1’4j 
+(J-m-l)max{~2~“2,(cmax-l)~3~1’2}~ 
In this case, the bounds are of order e’14, but for small enough C, they will 
still be small. 
In practice, the former case is much more common than the latter. Also, 
in practice, the eigenvalues of TJ generally occur either in tight groups or as 
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well-spread-out individuals. Thus, there is a natural choice for the parameters 
A and cc, and p can be taken to be much larger than A, while still including 
all Ritz values as either clustered (spacing less than or equal to A) or well 
separated (spacing greater than r_l). 
With Lemmas 1 and 2 established, we can now show that the original 
Lanczos recurrence can be continued by orthogonahzing future vytors 
against each other and against the space spanned by the columns of Y,_m, 
and that the resulting perturbations to the recurrence will be small. The 
hypothetically continued recurrence will generate a coefficient p equal to 
zero at or before step N + m, and so it will follow from Theorem 1 that the 
eigenvalues of the final tridiagonal matrix will all be close to eigenvalues 
of A. 
Assume that E is small enough so that the bound (7.5) on ) 1 Z - f: mf,_ m 11 
is significantly less than one, say, 
(7.11) 
Then f,r ,,,f,_,,, is nonsingular, and hence Y,_,,, can be written in the form 
f,-m =q-J, 
where the columns of y,_,,, are orthonormal and where R is an upper 
triangular matrix (the Cholesky factor of Yz,Y,_,). 
As a first step in the continuation, replace o’ by 
to obtain a vector that is orthogonal to all columns of F,_,,,. Note that uJ 
satisfies 
u”= AqJTa,qJ-&,q’-‘-!I, f’= f’+ r,_,y,?,u’, (7.12) 
where ‘Y, and /3_r are the usual Lanczos coefficients defined in recurrence 
(3). Next, compute qI+’ by 
40 
so that g ‘+ ’ satisfies 
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q5d-7 , 1+1,0 (Iq’+‘II = 1. 
Successive vectors vJik, k = 1,. . . , N + m - 1, are then formed according to 
vJ+k = AqJ+k _ aJ+kqJ+k _ PJ+k_lqJ+k-l _ f-J+k, 
f 3+k=(~J_,,qJ+1,...,qJ+k)(~'_,,qJ+1,...,qJ+k)T 
X(AqJ+k-~J+kqJ~k-~J+k-~qJ+k-l), (7.13) 
where the normalized vectors qJ+k+l, k = 1,. . . , N + m - J - 1, satisfy 
9 J+k+ 1= vJ+k/pJ+k, bJ+k = IlvJ+kli* 
The following lemma bounds the size of the perturbation terms f’, . . . , fN+“‘: 
LEMMA 3. Let f”’ and fJ+k, k = 1,. . . , N + m - J, be as defined in 
(7.12) and (7.13). The norms of these vectors satisfy 
-W~ll4l 
IIPII G wll+ s,llAl, P (7.14) 
llp+lll Q 2J(‘- wI4l 
Wll4I)P 
+2mI4I+ kl, - 1)Jc,,&=WU (7.15) 
IlfJ+kll Q 2fi+4ll+ Cc,,,, - 1)~4lAll+ ma, 
k=2,... , N + m - j. (7.16) 
Proof. Taking norms on each side in the expression (7.12) for f’, we can 
write 
llf’ll Q llf’ll+ @J-ml1 lly,‘-JJ’ll d 44l+ lI~:mV’ll. (7.17) 
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From the definition of r,_,,, and the bound (7.11), we have 
and using the bound (7.3) from Lemma 1, this becomes 
IF 
II~~,4l d W’ll ~,11*11 . (7.18) 
Substituting (7.18) into (7.17) and noting that ll~‘ll is bounded by [IAll gives 
the desired result (7.14). 
When k is 1, (7.13) becomes 
f’+l= (Y,_m,qJ+l)(~,_,,qJ+l)r(Aq’+l- a,+lq’+‘-P,d). 
By definition of the coefficient a,+l, 
nal to q’+‘, 
the expression in parentheses is ort_ogo- 
and by construction, q’+’ is orthogonal to all columns of Y,_*. 
Hence we can write 
,+~(y,_~,~~+l) 6,Au’+;-8,6,,,q’)~ (7.19) 
Using (7.1) and the definition of y,_m, we can write 
y,:,Aq ‘+l = R-lr ( &,_m$,~mqJ+l + S~_m&=q’+l + Sy_,,F;q’+‘+ GTq’+‘) 
= R-‘T(S~_,e’#q’+‘+S~_mF”q’+‘+GTq’+’), 
while F,Y,q’ can be written as 
Hence ll~“‘II satisfies 
llf”‘ll Q lIR~lr(l[ll~_~eJuJrqJ~l-~~~-~Q~~Jll+ IIFITII+ IIG’II] 
< 2~$~_meJuJrqJ+1 - ~J$?-mQ,T4JII+2~‘cIIAII 
+ fi(c,, - 1)~lI4IJc,,~ (7.20) 
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with the latter inequality making use of (7.11) and (7.2). To bound the first 
term on the right-hand side in (7.20), first note that vJfbJtl is related to /3’ 
bY 
Hence, this term is bounded by 
The term $r,,Qjr9J can be written as 
’ (s^ITpJ)~ ’ 
Sy_,,QTq'= !$_,e’+ I , 
( sIJ-“‘TPJ), 
where, as in Paige’s lemma (5.5), PJ is the strictly upper triangular part of 
QFQJ. For an eigenvector si of TJ, corresponding to an unconverged Ritz 
vector, Paige’s lemma implies 
and for a linear combination of eigenvectors sc corresponding to an uncon- 
verged cluster vector, we have 
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Using these results in (7.21) gives 
I(s&$AJ’rq’+l - 
Noting that j3, is bounded by IlAll, and ignoring higher powers of c, this 
becomes 
lls~_mf?‘dTq’+l - &sq_,Q~q’ll G 
(I- W~~ll4l 
(VlPllb ’ 
(7.22) 
Substituting this result in (7.20) gives the desired relation (7.15). 
For k > 1, the expression inside parentheses in (7.13) is again orthogonal 
to q’+k, and, by construction, q,+k is orthogonal to Y,_m, q,+‘,. . . , q’+k-l. 
Thus we can write 
F,:,,,AqJ+k \ 
f 
-,+k= (y,_,,q’+l ,..., q’+k) qJ+l?J+k . (7.23) 
9 J+k-lTAq’+k - &+k_l 
\ 0 / 
Using (7.1) and the definition of r,_,, we can write 
= R-‘=( 6,_mf;,,,q’+k + Si_me’dTq’+k + s;_,F;q’+’ + GTq’+k) 
= R-l=(S^T_me’dTq’+k + Si_,F;q’+k + GTq’+k) 
= R-lT(~~_me’(~“+~,_m~~n,‘)Tq’+k + s;T_mF;q'+k + Grq’+k), 
and so we have 
II~;,Aq’+klI Q IIR-‘Tll(IIF~II+ Il@‘II) (7.24) 
< %‘hll44II+ k,,, - 1)Jc,,WlI. (7 w 
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Using the recurrence (7.13) for Aq ‘+ ‘, the inner product q I+ ‘hq ‘+ k can be 
expressed as 
Q 
J+lTAqJ +k = ,,J+l’ 
4 
Jik + (r 
J+lq 
J+lTqJ+k + PJqJTqJ+k 
x (r,_,, qJ+l)*qJ+k 
= pJqJTqJ+k , (7.26) 
with the latter equality holding because qJ+ k is orthogonal to ah the other 
terms in the expression for Aq I+ ‘. But from (7.4) of Lemma 1, pJqJ can be 
written approximately as a linear combination of the vectors gl, . . . ,$ Iem, to 
which qJ+k is orthogonal. Therefore we can write 
(qJ+lhqJ+kl Q d. (7.27) 
Finally, by construction, we have 
Q 
J+k-‘=AqJ+k 
-bJ+k-l=°F k> 1. (7.28) 
Using (7.26)-(7.28) with (7.28) to bound IIfJ’kl{ gives the desired result 
(7.16). W 
If taking 8 to satisfy (7.9), A to be approximately &, and p to be much 
greater than 6 results in the inequality (7.11) being satisfied, then the 
bounds of Lemma 3 are of order 
J2~~I141. (7.29) 
meaning that they can be expressed as a constant, independent of J and C, 
times the expression (7.29), plus terms of higher order in z. If defining 6 and 
~1 as above results in (7.11) not being satisfied, then, as before, we wilI define 
6 to be ~“~IlAll, and choose A d e’14, p >, ~~1~. Then the bounds of Lemma 3 
are of order 
~~$c”~(lAl(. (7.30) 
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Using the results of Lemma 3, then, and the estimates (7.29)-(7.30), 
Theorem 1 of Section 4 can be restated as follows: 
THEOREM 1’. The tridiugonal matrix T, generated at any step J of a 
perturbed Lmcms recurrence of the fm (3) is equal to thut generated by an 
exact L~nczos recurrence applied to a matrix whose eigenvalues lie within 
a(N+ n)30(IZyJ;~~AJ~) or a@+ m)30(~~~~<‘/411AjI) (7.31) 
of eigenvalues of A, where c_ and O( ) are as defined above. 
8. PROOF THAT INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS OF THE PERTURBED 
LANCZOS VECTORS RESEMBLE CLUSTERED COMPONENTS OF 
THE CORRESPONDING EXACT VECTORS 
When a given perturbed Lanczos recurrence is continued in the manner 
described in Section 7 to generate a zero coefficient 8, the resulting equa- 
tions can be written in the form (4.1). Translating to a basis in which 
A = UAUT is diagonal, the expression (4.1) can be written as 
A(UTQrv+m) = (~TQiv+m)T~+m + UT&+,,,. 63.0 
If TN+m is written in the form 
T N+m = s 8 ST N+m N+m N+m, 
SZ+mSN+m = SN+mSi+m = 1, QN+~ = diag(k. -. , &+rn), (8.2) 
then the exact Lanczos algorithm applied to ON+m, with starting vector 
equal to the first column of SC,,, will also generate the tridiagonal matrix 
lN+m: 
8 N+m N+m= ST %+JN+,. 
We would Iike to establish approximate equality between individual 
nents 
(u’rqk)2, i=l,..., N, k=l,..., J, 
(8.3) 
compo- 
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of the original perturbed Lanczos vectors and clustered components 
Cj = {indices of eigenvalues of ON+ m that are within r of Xi } , 
of the corresponding exact Lanczos vectors, where T is as defined in 
Theorem 3. It would then follow from Theorem 3 that the A-norm of the 
error at each step in the equivalently perturbed CG recurrence for A is 
approximately equal to the ON+m -norm of the error at each step in the exact 
CG recurrence applied to ONfm, p rovided the A-norm of the initial error in 
the perturbed recurrence is equal to the @,+,-norm of the initial error in the 
exact recurrence. 
For simplicity, we will assume that the eigenvalues of A are well 
separated: 
(3.4) 
The modifications to Theorem 3 and to the lemmas in this section to relate 
clustered components 
jxix, b’T9k)2Y xi = {indices of eigenvalues of A that are close to Xi } 
of the original perturbed Ianczos vectors to the corresponding clusters 
c (4” 
ZCUjex,Cj 
in the exact recurrence are straightforward. 
With the usual notation, define the matrix of Ritz vectors Yv+* by 
Y N+m = QN+ms~+m* 
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The following lemma establishes approximate equality between individual 
components ( u”22qk)’ and the squared norms of the vectors XI E ci~:y’. 
LEMMA 4. Using the above notation, individual components uiTqk of the 
original perturbed Lmuzos vectors satisfy 
i=l )..., iv, k=l,..., J. (8.5) 
Proof. Multiplying (8.1) by SN+m on the right gives 
n( UTYN+,) = ( UTYN+m)@N+m + UTFN+mSN+m9 
or 
(hi-el)(U~ry~)=u~T~N+mS~, i=l,..., N, Z=l,..., iV+m. 
If 1’ is not in Ci, then from the assumption (8.4) and the definitions of 7, the 
distance between Xi and 8,, is greater than pl(All - T > 0, and hence juiTy”l 
satisfies 
luiT~N+mS~‘l 
lUiTY"l =G p(lAl( _ 7 Y 1’ e ci. 
Now, qk can be written in the form 
(8.6) 
N-km 
9k= c Y’s:, 
l-l 
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and so ui’qk is given by 
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N + m 
uiTqk = E s;( ,‘*y’) = E s;( ,“y’) + C s;( /yz’), 
l-1 1 E c, 1’6 c, 
and the square of this component satisfies 
(uiTqk)2 = E Z( i’ i) 2 
[ lEcisk u y ] .,[ l&s:(uiT~‘)] [ l&$ui!f)] 
The squared norm of the vector Cl E ,-, siy’ can be written as 
= ( E ~(YQ))~+ zi ( l&4(~'Tup))2. 03.8) 
1 E c, 
Subtracting (8.8) from (8.7) gives 
(u’=~~)~ - E SLY’ 2 II II 1 E c, 
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Taking absolute values on both sides in (8.9) and using (8.6) to bound the 
terms on the right-hand side gives the desired result: 
+2( c (s:,y2m p/lA;, _ 7 &I4 Iev+m~z’l 
1 E c, 
1 
( ) 
2 
+ (pIIAl, _ T)2 &I4 l~ircv+m~~‘l 
+2( c (S:)y2/jQ p,lA;l _ yN+mll( &W2) 
l/2 
1 E c, 
1 
+ 
bWll - d” 
ll”lN+-““I,& w2 
* 
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If, for some index i, the matrix 8,+, has no eigenvalues near Xi, then Ci 
is empty, and Lemma 4 implies that each component /ok, k = 1,. . . , J, 
approximates zero (which can be thought of as the corresponding component 
of the exact arithmetic vectors). 
If the set Ci contains only one element-that is, if only one eigenvalue of 
0 N+m approximates Xi -then I& Ec,s:y’jJ2 satisfies 
c;= {Z(i)}. (8.10) 
By Paige’s theorem (5.2), Ily’(‘)ll 2 is approximately one: 
(8.11) 
where .$llAll is a bound on the size of the perturbation terms, f’,. . . , 
f J- l, f’, . . . ) f”N+m. Using (8.10) and (8.11) with (8.5) gives the desired 
approximate equality: 
"FN+," + 
N-l _ 
(&4ll _ T)2”FN+m”2 
+ (sf’)) 
2m- l)Y5 
PIIAII - 27 ’ 
(8.12) 
Suppose the set Ci contains more than one element. Define vectors sCi*k 
and Y ci.k by 
&.k = - c s;sr, yCi*k=QN+m~C”k= c s;y’, k=l,...,N+m. 
1 E c, 1 E c, 
(8.13) 
We would Iike to show that IJyCd,kll and I[sG*~~[ are approximately equal; for 
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it would then follow from Lemma 4 that uiTqk satisfies 
&fining PN+m to be the strictly upper triangular part of Qi+mQN+m, we 
can write 
IlvCiJl12 = SGk~~+mQN+,SCd = sCi-kT(Z + PNtm + P,T+,)s'+~ 
(8.14) 
We will use Paige’s lemma (5.5) to shows that Is~~~‘P~+~s~*~I is small for all 
k. 
First note that multiplying Equation (4.1) on the left by Qi+, and 
equating the right-hand side with its transpose gives 
Q;+mAQN+m = Q~+mQ~+mTv+m + Q:+,&+m 
= T~+mQ;+rnQ~+rn + ~~+mQ,+m. 
Writing Qz+,,,QN+,,, in the form 
Q;F+mQN+m = Z + PN+~ +P:+n,, 
this becomes 
(PN+,,, + P;:+,)T,+, - T,+,( PN+m +G+,> = fli$+mQiv+m - Q:+nf~+m. 
Equating the strictly upper triangular parts of each side gives a form of a 
useful ident ty established by Paige [5] : 
P T N+m Ntm -Tiv+mPN+m =v(fi:+mQ~+m - Q;+mfl~+m), 
v = strict upper triangle. (8.15) 
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Using this identity, we can prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 5. Let sGpk and PN+nr be as defined above. The quantity 
Is C~,krPN+m~C~~kl sati.@s 
IS WTpN+mSW 
(N+ 4’ lll4l 
2 1 ~llAj[ - 27 ’ (8’16) 
where each column of RN+,,, is bounded by ElIAll. 
Proof. Multiplying equation (8.15) by Sg,, on the left and SN+m on 
the right gives 
ST P s 0 N+m N+m N+m N+m -0 ST P s N+m N+m N+m Ntm 
= S~+J$%+,Q~+, - Qg+mp~+m)S~+m, 
( ) s’~PN+~s” (h- e,) = s"v(%+~Q~+,,, - Q,C+mF~+m - )s”, 
Z,Z'=l,..., N+m. 
If 2 is in Ci and 1’ is not in Cj, then Is”P~+~s~‘I can be bounded by 
IS~TPN+mSI’J < 
Is’*v(F~+~Q~+~ - Q~+~FN+~)s”I 
- PIIAII - 27 
(8.17) 
Now, P;+,,,s~‘.~ can be expressed as 
P;+,Sc”k = c ( s~JTPN+*S~)S~ + c ( sc~JTPN+mS~‘)s~‘. 
1 E c, I’Q c, 
Taking the inner product of each side with sctP k gives 
SG.kTpN+mSGJ = c (sc’~kTp,+,d)s~, 
1 E c, 
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which can be written as 
SG.kTpN+mSGk = ( p;+mSC’.k )k - c (~~*~‘P~+~d’)s;. (8.18) 
1’0 c, 
The second term on the right-hand side in (8.18) can be bounded using 
(8.17): 
N+ m Il%+mQN+m - Q~+,tv+mlI 
d- 
4 PIPII - 27 
P+ 4 Wll 
< 
2 PIPII - 27 ’ 
The first term on the right-hand side in (8.18) is just 
and by Paige’s lemma (5.5), this is bounded by 
(8.19) 
(8.20) 
Substituting (8.19) and (8.20) into (8.18) gives the desired result. m 
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Combining the results of Lemmas 4 and 5, we can write 
(uiTqk)2- c (s:)” <O((N+m)25), 
1 E c, 
(8.21) 
where 0( ) denotes a constant independent of 5, N, m, and /AlI times the 
quantity inside parentheses, plus higher-order terms in 5. Recall from Tbeo- 
rem 1’ that 5 is of order 
depending on the distribution of Ritz values corresponding to unconverged 
Ritz vectors at step J. Using (8.21), Theorem 3 can be restated as follows: 
THEOREM 3’. Let rk be the kth “residual” vector and ek = A-‘rk the 
k th “error ” vector in a perturbed CG recurrence for matrix A, satishing 
(4.9). Let Yk be the kth residual vector and Zk = @,:,,,Tk the kth error vector 
in an exact CG recurrence for matrix ON+,,,, with initial residuul parallel to 
the first column of Sz,,,, and satisfying l)Z”lleN+_= Ile”llA. Let r < 
a(N + m)3EllAll be the greatest distance from an eigenvalue of ON+,,, to the 
nearest eigenvalue of A, and assume that r is small enough so that 
A,-r>o. 
Then llekllA is rehzted to IIZkjle,+, by 
/1- I’~,~~;- 1 <(~3+~2)~+(h-2+ii)O((N+m)2[). (8.22) 
9. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER REMARKS 
The analysis in this paper shows that for vey small values of E, the 
eigenvalues generated over a fixed number of perturbed Lanczos steps and 
the A-norm of the error vectors generated over a fixed number of perturbed 
conjugate-gradient steps are approximately the same as those quantities 
generated by the exact recurrences applied to a “nearby” matrix. While the 
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theorems require excessively small E, 
v+ m)3J2yJ;K 1,
it is observed in practice that such results seem to hold even when z is 
significantly larger. A precise bound on the size of c necessary for such 
results to hold is not known. 
The relationship between a slightly perturbed CG recurrence and the 
exact CC recurrence for a larger matrix with nearby eigenvalues yields much 
information about the convergence rate of the perturbed CG algorithm. In 
particular, to predict whether some form of reorthogonalization could signifi- 
cantly reduce the number of iterations required by a finite-precision CG 
implementation, one might compare the sharp error bound (2.5) for the exact 
algorithm with the bound in terms of the minimax polynomial on the 
appropriate union of intervals, which holds for the finite-precision implemen- 
tation. We have made such a comparison for the five-point Iaplace operator 
(assuming intervals of width 1.~ - 6) and found that the two bounds differ 
very little until both have become quite small. For such problems, the desired 
level of accuracy would probably be achieved before the effects of roundoff 
caused a significant delay in convergence. On the other hand, matrices can 
be constructed for which the two error bounds differ significantly. The matrix 
A = diag( l/i), Z=l,...,iv, 
is one such example, and, as expected, a finite-precision CG recurrence for 
this matrix requires more iterations to achieve even a modest level of 
accuracy than would be predicted by the exact arithmetic error bound (2.5). 
An open question concerning finite-precision Lanczos computations is the 
frequency at which multiple copies of eigenvalues are generated. The analysis 
in this paper reduces this problem to one of determining the frequency at 
which the exact Lanczos algorithm, applied to a matrix with many eigenval- 
ues distributed in tight clusters, picks out different individuals from the same 
cluster. This depends very much on the spacing between the clusters. Using 
the analogy between the characteristic polynomials of the tridiagonal ma- 
trices in the Lanczos algorithm and the weighted least-squares polynomials of 
the CG algorithm, one can obtain rough estimates of this frequency. For 
example, consider the problem of Section 3: 
A=diag((hil, I=1 ,..., ll),i=l,..., lo), 
&=&+(&6)X2.x-9, I=I ,..., II, 
h,=i, i=l,..., 9, X1,=266. 
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A possible polynomial p, to substitute in (2.3) to obtain an error bound 
for the exact CG algorithm applied to this matrix is one that resembles 
a (k - k’)thdegree Chebyshev polynomial on the interval [l - 1.~ - 8, 
9 + 1.~ - 81 = [1,9] and a (k’)thdegree Chebyshev polynomial on the interval 
[200 - 1.E - 8, 209+ 1.E - 81: 
pJx) = T,‘~~~(x)T,[~+-l(x). 
The maximum absolute value of this polynomial on the interval [1,9] is 
approximately 
‘--(k-k’)+1 
(9.1) 
and on the interval [200 - 1.~ - 8, 299+ 1.~ - 81 is between approximately 
2(2.5~ - 9)k’(199)k- k’ and 2(2.5~-9)k’(F)k-k’. (9.2) 
[The latter estimates hold because the roots of Tk[‘.$ he between 1 and 9. 
The upper bound is the maximum value of the polynomial 
(1 _ +k’qLL+-l (x) on the interval about 209, and the lower bound is the 
maximum value of the polynomial [(9 - x)/9] k-k’T~?+-](z) on the interval 
about 200.1 In order that the values (9.1) and (9.2) be approximately equal, k’ 
should satisfy 
A polynomial with more than about $ of its roots in the interval [1,9] will be 
larger than this polynomial in the interval [299 - 1.~ - 8,200+ 1.~ - 81, and 
one with fewer than about 4 of its roots in the interval [1,9] will be larger 
than this polynomial in the interval [ 1,9]. Hence if each interval has a 
significant weight, one would expect the exact weighted least-squares polyno- 
mial to have about : to + of its roots in the interval about 299. The exact 
Lanczos algorithm applied to this problem, then, or the equivalent perturbed 
algorithm applied to A, can be expected to generate approximations to the 
eigenvalue 290 about once every four to seven steps. 
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